
 

 
Accountin2 Standard No. (10) 

Disclosures of the Financial Statements 
of Banks and the Similar Institutions 

 The board of accounting and auditing standards in the republic 
of Iraq ratified in its session held in .28/1 0/1998, the following 
accounting standard about the disclosure of the financial 
statements for banks and the sin1ilar institutions and the adopted 
accounting policies in preparing. 

Scope and Subjective 
1. Banks represent a main and effected sector in work on the 

whole world. So must of individuals and institutions whon1
dealt with banks whether in depositing or with drawl or 
investment or financing or mediation in external cash 
exchanges. Banks act a main role to gain trust in the cash 
system through its ability of debt payment, providing 
liquidity, its ability and efficiency to manage bank risks and 
faced futurism challenges. ' 

2. This standard subjective to: 
a. Disclosures of the financial statements of banks, the 

institutions that practice similar activity that later will be 
indicated as banks, providing clear and suitable 
information about its activity's results and its financial 
situations. 

b. Providing a reliable information for the financial statement 
users that related to banks in a suitable and capable to 
comparison form to help them in its performance 
evaluation like information about liquidity, the solvency, 
banks risks, items out of budget in addition to provide the 
necessary information to explain the preferred 
characteristic for banks activities. 
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c. Uniform the accounting standards for measure and disclosure 
that used by banks in order to enable the financial statement 
user to realize the adopted bases and rules in preparing and 
the comparison processes facilities. 

d. Enhancement trusts between the financial statements users and 
the banks, some of them the dealers in the financial market. 

e. The participation in restrict from the occur of a big  crisis
 in  securities markets, trust settlement and fixed in work. 

f. The participation in providing the legal basis about the validity 
of contracting since the disclosure about the financial
statements secrecy that make the contract panties to be fully 
aware of the things or act that contract on it. 

g. Enabling the financial statement users for banks to get sufficient 
financial and accounting information help them in taking 
them financial decisions or allow them to evaluate the 
worker's efficiency to manage this banks in spite of the 
assumption of the central bank and the organs of government 
about the supervising assignment on banks. 

3. This standard is considered as a complementary for the 
international and accounting standards that are applied on 
banks, unless there are an exception and in limited form for 
the commitment in a specific standard. 

4. This standard is applied on banks financial statements and also 
 on its uniform financial statement. 

5. This standard don't deal with: 
 a. Disclosure requirements for nationalism accounts purposes.

b. Disclosure requirements about the change's effect in the
 general level of prices on the financial statements. 
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The Idioms: 
6. For this standard purpose idioms mean the following: 

• Bank:  
The idiom of bank for this standard purpose includes, all 

the similar financial institutions that will be all deposit 
receipts, borrowing, give loans, doing investment processes 
from its main activity in addition to its mediation processes in 
local or international trade exchanges or any other services 
has a connection with exchanges works. 
• Liquidity: 

Which means a sufficient financing size for deposit 
drawing response and other financial commitments that due 
from the bank in a specific time or when it requested. 
• Solvency: 

 Which means the increase of assets than the current 
liabilities that reflected the scope of the bank capital 
adequacy, that represent one of the mains standards to avoid 
the unexpected losses and providing protection for deposits 
and debtors also consider as on important source to 
enhancement the citizens trust in bank and the bank system in 
society. 

• Bank risks: 
a. Which means the risks that bank exposed as a result 

of practicing its activity, includes, liquidity risks, 
risks came from change in currency exchange rates, 
change in call rates, the financial failure risks, 
although these risks may reflected its effects on 
financial statements, yet the administrative gives 
adequate clarifications about the way of its 
management to thee risks and the connected banks 

'-' 
processes and control purposes will make from these 
statements more clearly and precisely. 

b. The nature of the bank work required from the banks 
administrations take some transactions that resulted 
from emergency possibilities and financial connections 
represent an important pant from bank 
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work (Mostly its called items out of budget) and have
a big effect on bank risks level. as letters of guarantee 
and bank facilities that required disclosure according to 
the (18) item of this standard. 

The Principles and the Main Rules: 
7. For disclosure purposes in this standard, the following factors 

and standards are concerned: 
a. The disclosure provided by the bank financial statements 

must be adequate and comprehensive in order to satisfy 
the users needs and the clarification and information must 
be enhancement, documented, correct and characterized 
by precisely and fidelity. 

b. The financial statements and the appending information 
must disclosure all the matters that have material effect on 
the satisfaction evaluations and decisions of the users as 
the considerations of solvency, liquidity and risks. 

c. The observance of the required legality about the disclosure 
of information don't prevent disclosure about the 
economical effects of the occurrences and events. 

8. The preparation of the financial statements and the disclosure 
about the related information must take place according to the 
continuation assumption, and when providing the intention or 
necessity of bank desolation or taking decision of desolation 
or assume it actually must disclosure about this in adequate 
and clear form. 

9. The commitment of the principle of stability in the application 
of the financial policies from one financial period to another, 
if there is a change in the accounting policy or the method of 
use, this change must be described and determined its effect 
concerned with value. 
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10. Considering the awareness and carefulness in preparing the 
 financial statements and disclosure of its related information. 

11. The comparison statements for the previous year (period) must be 
disclosed with the financial statements of the concerned financial 
year by using the same method of classification and exposing 
((according to the uniform accounting system for banks or 
assurance companies)) and any change in the exposing method
must be disclosed about it. 

The Disclosure about Policies and Accounting methods 
12. Banks must disclose about the accounting policies that used in 

preparing their financial statements and the current changes 
on them. This disclosure inherent in the same financial 
statements text between brackets or margin or in the 
disclosure appending to statements. 

              13. The expression of the financial statements in this standard are 
included: 
a. The balance sheet. 
b. Profit, losses and distribution account. 
c. Cash inflow disclosure. 

14. The main financial statements that mentioned above must be 
enhanced by appendix diagnosis sheets for the value details 
and the appeared numbers. 

15. The appendix of this standard No. (1) includes a general 
 framework to be a guide for what must be disclosed. 

16. To enable the financial statements users to understand the bases 
that the financial statements are prepared according" them to the 
banks, the accounting policies must be disclosed that treat: 
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a. Revenues and expenses items: A disclosure should be 
prepared in which the revenues and expenses items are 
classified according to their nature, and types, and must 
not take any offset between revenue and expenses items. 

b. The investment appraisal and the kept securities for the 
purpose of circulating that adopted by the bank in the 
intention of resale in a short-term against its market 
value. If it was different from the included value in the 
financial statement. 

c. Distinction between processes and other events that lead to 
the confession of assets and liabilities that appeared in the 
balance sheet, processes and other events that only lead to 
arise the emergency possibilities and financial 
correlation's. 

d. Display the balance sheet items, that included the assets 
and liabilities according to its nature and its 
administration in the way that reflect bank liquidity and 
mustn't less the included value of any assets or liability 
through the offset method unless there isn't a legal right 
to make the offset as long as that represents a prospect 
for asset achievement or liability paid. 

e. The bases of determining the losses, the loans, advances to 
write off the loans and advances that uncorrectable. 

 f. The bases of determining the general bank risks and the 
 accounting treatment for this burdens. 

17. It should be disclosed of all extra-ordinary items and the 
previous period's items that affect on the income of the 
current period as independent items in the financial statements 
with giving adequate clarifications about them in the 
clarifications and margins disclosure. 

18. It should be disclosed of the emergency possibilities and the 
following financial correlation, as it came in the accounting 
standard No. (9) the emergency possibilities and later events 
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for the budget date that suit in a special form the banks 
because it deals with many types of emergency possibilities 
and correlation that some of them can be cancelled and they 
almost are important in value. They are beggar in substantial 
form than its parallel in other enterprises: 
a. The nature and values of the correlation to introduce the 

credit, which cannot be, cancel because they are Andrew 
by the bank selection and that without facing risks caused 
forfeits and expenses. 

b. The nature and values of the emergency possibilities and 
correlation that raise from items outside budget which 
lead to increase or descries the risks, as example take the 
needed allowances for these items that related by: 

 First: Direct alternatives for credit included, letter of 
guarantees bands for withdrawals and 
documentary credits prepared to use as financial 
guarantees for loans and paper securities. 

Second: Specific emergency possibilities concern with 
transactions such as letter of guarantees that 
participate in the tender, other letter of 
guarantees, documentary credits prepared for 
using and related to a specific processes. 

Third: The short-term emergency possibilities that 
connected to trade that raised from goods 
movement as documentary credits that the 
shipment documents are used as guarantee. 

Fourth: Sales agreements and re-sales that have not been 
 confessed in the balance sheet. 

 Fifth: The connected items with profit averages and
 exchange rates including the exchange and future 

 contracts. 
Sixth: Other correlation, as given bank facilities and the 

 renew guarantee facilities. 
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19. It must be disclosed about the claims against or for the bank or 
any disputes with legal pm1ies that can affect in important 
degree on the result of bank work and its financial situation 
also about transgression conditions and the in use of the banks 
funds that occurred through the year and the taking 
procedures. 

Relative Bodies: 
20. It must be disclosed of all the transactions, relations and 

interests with the relative bodies and guarantee poliCies that 
the bank follows with these bodies such as: 
a. The enterprises and unifies that submit for direct or 

 indirect control for bank. 
b. The enterprises and unifies that submit to incomplete 

 control. 
       c. Companies or individuals that have share in bank capital 
 in the form that enable them to affect actually on the bank
 decisions. 
       d. The members of administration coun'cil and the main 
 administrators in bank, their families members and 
 relatives until the second level. 

21. While what concern with transactions and their main elements 
with relative bodies, it must be disclosed about the sum or the 
ratio that concerned with these transactions which are 
represented by: 
a. Each of loans, advances, deposits, commercial papers 

deposit certifications. This disclosure can contain the total 
sums that listed in the beginning of the period and its end, 
in addition to loans, advances, payments and other 
changes that occur through the period. 

b. Every type of the main types for revenues benefits
 expenses and payment commissions. 
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c. The quantity of resulted losses through the period against loans, 
cancel advances also the value of its provision by the balance 
sheet date. 

d. The reconcile commitment and emergence possibilities also the 
raised commitments from items out of the balance sheet. 

The Information that must be Disclosed in the Administration 
Report: 
22. It must be disclosed in the annual administration report about 

the information that connected to the bank and its actual 
performance its sources through a specific period, the effected 
factors of this performance, the future expectation and 
tendency or doubt that will affect on its activity, with all the 
clarifications related to the financial statements. In order to 
uniform the style of the financial and economic report
disclosure in the scope of country level as it mention in the 
accounting standard No. (6) the disclosure about information 
related to the financial statements and accounting policies, 
according to the following framework: 
a. The essential information about the bank such as, the

foundation date, branches and its places, organization 
framework the names and the administration members and 
their responsibilities. . 

b. General indicators about bank performance. 
 c. Sector indicators to evaluate the bank performance also the 

information related to its performance according to the 
geographic areas with necessity of presentation the external 
processes clearly and independently. 

23. The appendix No. (2) includes a framework to the minimum for 
what must be disclosed in the administration report for banks that 
included with the financial statements for the intended year. 
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Other Judgements: 
24. The basic statements should be completed by some extra financial 

statements to support and complete information that financial 
center include by analyzing number of basis cases and focus the 
attention on it such as the balance sheet, gains and losses account 
for a period of five years and a comparison selected ratios for 
this period as statements about stocks gain ratio, capital ratio, 
financing expenses and revenues, analyzing, profit price risks 
information, foreign cash liquidity risks, assets and liabilities 
distribution according to currency that evaluated by it and the 
date of the contracting accrual, credit risks and big concentration 
of liabilities. 

25. The prevalent closing price of the stock should be disclosed at 
the balance shut date and the previous year in securities 
market for banks that dealt with its stock in market. 

26. For the prepossess of providing best disclosure of information. 
The more preferred is to improve the methods and styles of 
financial statements and reports disclosure, as the using of 
samples, graphs and preparing the descriptive reports... 

Application 
27. This standard is applicated on the financial statements for the 

ended year in 31/12/1999 and what after it. 
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Appendix No. (1) 

Clarifications Related to Financial Statements And 
the Accounting: Policies Adopted in Preparation 

1. General 
1/1. The adopted accounting basis in preparation of the financial 

 statements. 
1/2. The adopted essential method in evaluation (the historical 

 cost or other). 
1/3. The scope of stability in following the adopted accounting 

policies in preparing the financial statements for the previous 
year and in the case of change occurrence, the nature and 
effect of this change on the financial statements of the 
current 

 year should be described. 
1/4. Correct the mistakes for the previous financial period. 
1/5. The method of uniform of the financial statements for the    

             subsidiaries 
1/6. Disclosure of the method of transferring transactions that 

 achieved by foreign currency. 
     1/7. Disclosure the important events between the balance shut 
 date and the financial statements completion date their effect 
 on the financial situation and works result. 

2. Fixed Assets 
2/1. Analyzing the fixed assets according to the main classes with a 

disclosure of each cost and the accumulation depreciation and 
book value. 

2/2. The analyzing of fixed assets movement through the year. 2/3. 
The deprecations, the method and adopted ratios in their
accounting. 

2/4. The transference assets to others. 
2/5. The stopped and suspended assets with a disclosure of causes. 
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2/6. The reservations, montgage, entries and commitment on the 
 fixed assets ownership. 
2/7. A disclosure for the acquisition date for important items from 
 the assets, improvements and changes that occur through the 
 period. 
2/8. Disclosure of non-tangible assets details, defen'ed revenue 
 expenses and the method of amortization and its movement 
 through the year. 

., 3. Projects Under Processes 
3/1. A describing the main project with a disclosure of estimates 
 total costs, and actual cost until the date. 
3/2. A disclosure of the cost in foreign currency that included in 
 the projects cost. 
3/3. Describing the method and sources of external and internal 
 financing. 
3/4. Describing the execution method. 

4. The Special Drawing Rights and Devoted to Iraq 
 It should be disclosed about term and the main reasons 
for the occurred changes. 

5. Cash Trust Accounts 
5/1. The adapted accounting policy in giving cash trust. 
5/2. The analysis of cash trust assets and liabilities according to 

suitable classification of there groups showing the long term 
of their due and nature. 

5/3. Separating the loan sums and accrued advances by foreign 
currencies from that occurred in local currency.  

5/4. Any privileges or rights related to loans. 
5/5. Fluctuation of profit prices, exchange prices and its risks, the 
 way of administration these risks and control over it. 
5/6. The values of the discount and salled commercial papers 

 specify credit limits according to the admitted authorities 
and the quantity of the discount profits. 
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5/7. The separation of the discount sailed commercial papers values 
occurred in foreign currency from that accrued in local currency 
and a disclosure of exchange prices. 

   5/8. The total of overdrawn, the limits of the given credits, the profits 
ratio and commissions. 

   5/9. The total value for the received shipment documents from the
issued documental credits for import, currency, resulting  profits 
and the adapted exchange prices. 

   5/10. The total value for shipment documents against the received
credits exports, commissions, the resulted profits and the adopted 
exchange prices. 

   5/11. The adapted accounting policies in determined the basis of loan 
confession, uncorrectable credits as expenses and then can be 
write off. 

   5/12. A disclosure of total movement for losses allowance of loans, 
credits and other debts in addition to the received sums from 
loans, the write off credits through the period, also the sums  that 
added to revenues from loans and credits have been
written off previously. 

  5/13. A disclosure of the total value of the loans credits without 
the accounting of profits and the used basis in determining its
values. 

6. Investments 
6/1. Investments are classified into long and short term and real estate 

investments, with a disclosure of circulating part from the long-
term investments. 

6/2. A disclosure of the adapted accounting method in evaluating and 
disclosing the financial investments. 

6/3. An analyzing disclosure for investments in subsidiaries and the 
ownership ratio or other companies stocks or in securities. 

6/4. A disclosure of details of the achieved real estate investments and 
these under processes, the advances sums for investment 
buildings projects and the accounting bases used in their 
treatment. 
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6/5. A disclosure of the market value for investment according to 
 the closed price at the end of the period. 
6/6. The difference between the value of each investment in the 
 records and its nominal value. 
6/7. The sum for gains or accumulated profits for each 
 investment. 
6/8. Reservations, montgages, entries, commitments on 
 investments ownership. 
6/9. Investments down term allowance, its account method and its 
 movement through the year. 

7. Debtor and Creditors 
711. Debts analyses according to the main classes, with a 

separation of the debtors and creditors of the comn1ercial 
activity from others. 

7/2. Allowance of doubtful debts in its collecting, the way of its 
 accounting and its movement through the year. 
7/3. The write off or sold account through the year with the 
 disclosure of reasons. 
7/4. Total of debts that rise from cash or contractor credit that 
 accrued but the clients default from payment. 

8. Gold and Issued Processes Accounts 
8/1. Distinction between the golden bars bought as a cover to the 
 exported currency or trade purposes. 
8/2. The accounting policy in evaluating the assets of golden bars 
 and treated the differences of evaluation. 

9. The Money 
9/1. A disclosure of deposit cash sums in the local and foreign 
 banks. 
9/2. A total of checks sums and drafts that are in the security of 
 bank and also the one that in his security and can't received 
 its sums with disclosure of reasons. 
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9/3. A disclosure of exchange prices ovel1urns allowance for 
assets accounts in foreign currencies and the way of its 
accounting and its movement through the year. 

10. The Capital and Reservations 
10/1. A disclosure of nominal capital, issued, paid and the called 
 up unpaid. 
10/2. The movement of the capital through the year and the

arising sources. 
10/3. Disclosure the nominal value and the market value for bank 
 stock in the stock exchange. 
10/4. Separating the premium issue in a special accounts and

disclosing its sources and movement through the year and
disclosing about issued expenses.  

10/5. Any entries related to the capital. 
10/6. Reservations analyses according to the type, method of

using, and movement for each reservation through the year. 
10/7. A disclosure reservations sums capitalized through the year. 
10/8. An analysis of profit dividend and its movement through the
 year. 

11. Current Accounts and Deposits: 
11/1. Separating the deposit sums in the banks by local currency 

from the open accounts in foreign currency with a disclosure 
of the adapted exchange price in its transfer. 

11/2. Sales of traveler's checks by all types, the adapted exchange
 prices in transfer and commissions, and resulted expenses. 
11/3. Travelers checks risks allowance, the way of account and 
 movement through the year. 

12. Other Liabilities 
12/1. A disclosure of taxes and accrued and delay interests.  
12/2. A disclosure of commitments and probable liabilities. 
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13. Revenues 
13/1. Revenues analyses according to their sources. 
13/2. The adapted method in revenues confession. 
13/3. The resulted revenues in foreign currency and the adapted 
 exchanging exchange price in its transfer. 
13/4. Separating the unusual revenues items with a disclosure of 
 their sources. 

14. The Expenses 
14/1. Analyses each type of expenses according to the mall1 
 classes. 
14/2. The necessity of rents sums separation, intrests, taxes 
 independently. 
14/3. Losses resulted from expenses, exchange prices risks 
 investment value collapse. External branches losses the 
 contractor commitment risks, personal advances risks. 
14/4. The important losses resulted from fixed purchasing 

commitments. 
14/5. The unordinary items, with a disclosure of their nature.  
14/6. Progressing and research costs and the adapted accounting 
 method in treatment. 
14/7. A disclosure of the capitalized expenses through the period. 

. 
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Appendix No. (2) 

The Administration Annual Reports Contents 

1. General Information 
a. The bank name or the similar financial enterprise the date of its 

foundation, the administration location, the place of its 
record, its judgement law, the nature of its activity and 
specialization, the number, locations, its work branches and 
its main subjective. 

b. The quantity of the paid and nominal capital as at the end of the 
financial year, the quantity of reservation, restricted gains, 
accumulative losses as in the same date. 

c. If the bank was a participator in companies or other banks in 
ratio don't less than (10 %) from its paid capital value, 
the names of these sides must be disclosed, the ratio of 
ownership, its more important activities, specializes and 
the name of bank representative in its administration 
councils. 

d. The total number of bank workers distributed according to 
 the technical and administration levels. 
 e. The bank organization structure, variety of the 

administration council, its location, with a disclosure of 
the administration council members names or consulting 
board. The general director or the authorized 
administrator, the quantity of their shares in the capital, 
and what they give or received from loans, advances, 
privileges from or to the bank and disclosure about any 
benefit or interests for them or their other companies or 
their relatives until the second degree in all dealing types 
and contract from or to the bank or the exist of any 
subjective arrangements to help them or their parents to 
get bank facilities or stocks and the number of the stock 
holders who own (5%) and move from the bank capital. 
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Activities and expansions that occur through the year and the 
activities and expansions of the closely future. 

f. 

2. General Indicators about Bank Performance 
    a. The bank objectives achievement that described in the contract or the 

basis law and the economic and technical feasibility studies. 
    b. The provided bank capacities usage ratio in covering the dealers needs 

and requisites. 
    c. Development ratio and scope in providing bank services in a

comparison with the previous year or the basis year. 
    d. A disclosure of the effect of the decided interests prices restructure 

from the Iraqi central bank also the bank processes prices renew effect.
    e. The size of bank direct imports and exports and that must include 

goods, services analyzed according to the main types. 
    f. Analysis the size of direct cash trust and contractor trust that 

represented in local and foreign currency and their sector 
distribution and analysis the ratio of loans and advances from 
them. 

    g. Disclosure of the expenses sums total on the research and 
progress. Evaluating its achieved and expected effects. 

    h. Disclosure of capital adequate scope and account: 

                                                Total capital (basis net capital + support net capital)
Capital adequate standard = 
 The total assets probable and dangerous 
 inside and outside the budget 

   I. The scope of matching assets with the Iraqi central bank
 instructions. 

3.Financial Indicators 
a. Analysis bank profit and its sources, the internal and external factors that 

indicated in it, with a disclosure of sums profit and unordinary losses and 
the reasons of its achievement. 
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b. Investment yields with a disclosure of its development for 

three years in minimum, with a disclosure of account basis. 
c. Analysis cash trust ratio and investments to the assets total 

(investment policy ratio). that show the bank ability to 
periodical creation to administrated its saving assets with a 
disclosure of its development. 

d. The financial promotion ratio with a disclosure of development 
(current account, deposit, the owner capital, bank liquidity 
risks standardization, capital strength). 

e. Disclosure the inflation on bank activity results and its 
 financial situation. 

4. The General Economic and Social Indicators 
a. The bank activity effect on the society life and the national 

economy and the scope of its participation in providing and 
improved work styles and circumstances  and any other 
participation. 

b. The bank activity effect on balance of payments. 
c. The bank efforts in transfer, settlement, development a know 

ledge, technology and improve the style and method of its 
used. 

d. The scope of bank participate in providing institutions and 
other bank need including in national economic or provide or 
development the used of local alternative in preform its 
activity. 

5. Extra Informations and Indicators
a. The important contracts that the banks have through the year. 

       b. The sums that expended for propaganda, travel, hosting
 donations and presents purposes, with a details disclosure 
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about every donate or presents as the name of said that paid 
this sums to it and the purpose, reason of that. 

c. Problems and obstacles that faced the bank and taking
 procedures for its treatment with reasons disclosure. 
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